LOS ALAMITOS HANDICAPPERS’ RACING REPORT
SATURDAY, MARCH 04, 2017  LES ONAKA – HANDICAPPER/CLOCKER
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RACE 1
(6) SOKUDO

(1) GRUMPY SMALL MOUTH

(2) INITIATIVE

LES ONAKA'S EARLY PICK 4
SMALL TICKET
1st race (1,2,6)

2nd race (3)

3rd race (2,3)

4th race (1,2,3,4,5)

2nd race (3)

3rd race (2,3,4,5)

4th race (1,2,3,4,5)

TOTAL $ 30.00

LARGE TICKET
1st race (1,2,6)

TOTAL $ 60.00

((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((()))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))
HORSES TO WATCH:
SOKUDO broke well, 7‐wide (chasing the 3‐horse speed duel) mid‐backside, 4‐wide to the far turn (21.68 opening quarter),
gamely kept to his task to the end (improving his position late) at 4 furlongs vs. BETTER. Prior effort (Golden Gate) he broke
well, dueled inside one rival near the far turn, dropped back ‐3 lengths as the pace quickened mid‐final turn, tired
understandably at midstretch at 5 1/2 furlongs. Fits well and expect to see more speed this time around.
GRUMPY SMALL MOUTH (Golden Gate) broke well, quick in stride, chased the dueling pair mid‐backside (‐2 lengths), 3
lengths near the far turn (22.23 opening quarter), gamely kept to his task and proved best late at 5 1/2 furlongs. Prior
effort (Golden Gate) he broke well, chased the lone speed winner mid‐backside (‐1 length), raced ‐1 length near the far turn
(23.21 opening quarter), battled the length of the stretch, lacked the needed response in deep stretch. Fresh performer
sports a series of good works under S Naranjo. Draws a favorable inside draw.
INITIATIVE broke well, chased the lone speed runner mid‐backside (‐4 lengths),‐4 lengths near the far turn (4‐5 lanes wide),
5‐wide entering the stretch, traveled evenly down the lane (should have been closer) thru the solid 22.95 final 1/4. Prior
effort he broke well, shook loose (+2 lengths) mid‐backside, +2 length advantage near the far turn (22.15 opening quarter),
battled the length of the stretch, lacked the needed response near the wire (6.16 final 1/16). If he clears MASON B... watch
out).
(())
OTHERS:
PUT IT THERE broke well, dueled outside one rival mid‐backside, dueled between rivals near the far turn, battled the length
of the stretch, just missed (tough loss) thru the 6.25 final 1/16. Prior effort he broke out at the start, racing 5‐6 lanes wide
mid‐backside (chasing the lone speed runner), ‐4 lengths near the far turn, angled out 4‐5 lanes to clear entering the
stretch, rallied strong for the score (6.44 final 1/16).
VOLUNTARY broke out at the start, chased the dueling pair mid‐backside (‐2 lengths), dueled outside 2‐rivals near the far
turn (22.25 opening quarter), battled the length of the stretch, just up (6.25 final 1/16). Prior effort he broke well, chased
the lone speed winner mid‐backside (‐4 lengths), ‐8 lengths near the far turn, never looked comfortable (vanned off).
((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((())))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))

RACE 2
(3) BULLISH ON STEVE 

(5) CABALLO BONITO

(1) POINTSETTIA PARK

MAJOR WIN PLAYER:
BULLISH ON STEVE broke well, racing 6‐lanes wide mid‐backside (‐1 length) chasing the lone speed runner, 4‐wide to the far
turn (22.89 opening quarter), ‐2 lengths mid‐final turn, battled back at midstretch, finished 3rd best at 4 FURLONGS vs.
tougher rivals. Prior effort he broke well, controlled the opening quarter (21.84), held gamely (6.26 final 1/16). HE APPEARS
THE LONE SPEED AND RETURNS TO HIS WINNING CLASS LEVEL!
**********************************************
OTHERS:
CABALLO BONITO broke well, chased the lone speed winner mid‐backside (‐2 lengths), ‐2 lengths near the far turn (21.85
opening quarter), traveled evenly down the lane (6.67 final 1/16). Prior effort he broke well, dueled inside one rival near
the far turn (22.78 opening quarter), shook loose (+1 length) entering the stretch, held gamely (6.26 final 1/16). He racing in
good form and could have 1st run at the speedy BULLISH ON STEVE....
POINTSETTIA PARK broke well, chased the lone speed winner mid‐backside (‐6 lengths), forced out (by lugging out rival)
mid‐final turn, finished out with good energy (6.67 final 1/16). Prior effort he broke well, racing 6‐wide mid‐backside
(chasing dueling pair), angled to rail near the far turn, loomed a bold threat at midstretch, gamely held 2nd.
ZNELLE bumped at the start, chased the dueling pair mid‐backside (‐6 lengths), dropped back ‐12 lengths as the pace
quickened mid‐final turn (4‐wide), rallied too late vs. productive field (MATTY'S TRIBAL came back and captured a $2,500‐
claiming event in 51.98). Prior effort he broke well, chased the dueling pair mid‐backside (‐6 lengths), closed the gap around
the far turn, 3‐wide entering the stretch, rallied strong for 2nd.
(((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((())))))))))))))))))))))))))

RACE 3
(2) SECRET SECOND CHANCE 

(3) BETTER TIMES

(4) KK GOOD BUDDY

HORSES TO WATCH:
SECRET SECOND CHANCE (16.77) broke off balance, bumped both sides shortly after the start, losing ‐3/4 length, raced‐1
1/2 length past the gap, leveled midway, finished strong (9.77 final 1/8) vs. better. Prior effort she bumped at the start,
losing ‐1 length, caught in tight quarters (losing path) midway, not ridden properly thru the final 110 yards vs. tougher
rivals. 3‐back (17.00) she broke off balance at the start, losing ‐1 length, drifted in to the gap, lacked the needed response
thru the final 1/2 vs. tougher rivals. CLASS DROPPER IS GETTING CLOSER TO VICTORY.
BETTER TIMES (17.88) bumped repeatedly shortly after the start, losing ‐1 length, drifted in early, ‐2 lengths past the gap,
leveled midway, gamely kept to her task to the end (should have been closer) thru the 9.69 final 1/8 when competing in
night's fastest clocking of 5 (Maiden Stakes trials). Prior effort (15.65) she broke well, quick in stride, gained the advantage
at the gap, flashed good speed, held strong (9.84 final 1/8) vs. maidens.
((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((()))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))
OTHERS:
KK GOOD BUDDY (16.76) broke in at the start, quick in stride (lead), flashed good speed, drifted in, bumped midway, drifted
out (2‐3 lanes) past the 1/16 pole (losing lead), gamely kept to his task to the end (SHOULD HAVE WON). Prior effort (15.45)
he broke off balance, drifted in shortly after the start, quick in stride (lead), drifted out (2‐lanes) midway, swerved out
(bumped) near the wire. HARD TO RIDE PERFORMER CAN WIN IT ALL IF HE CAN MAINTAIN A STRAIGHT COURSE....
LA MONEDA (Turf Paradise) broke in, bumped at the start, drifted in, bumped early, losing ‐3/4 length, drifted in midway (‐1
length), LEVELED TOO LATE (clearly 2nd best). Prior effort she broke off balance, drifted in shortly after the start, quick in
stride, gained the advantage midway (lugged in), gradually pulled clear late (rail trip). She must maintain a straight course...

DR STELLAR (15.57) broke off balance, drifted out shortly after the start, quick in stride, right there past the gap, gained the
advantage thru the final 75 yards (9.88 final 1/8) vs. EASIER. Prior effort he broke in at the start, drifted in (3‐4 lanes) all the
way past the gap, never leveled, not properly ridden (toss it out). 3‐back (17.68) he broke off balance, drifted out shortly
after the start, losing ‐3/4 length, drifted in (3‐4 lanes) all the way past the gap, hard to ride thru the final 1/2. HARD TO
RIDE PERFORMER DRAWS A TOUGHER INSIDE POST AND STEPS BACK UP IN CLASS.
PYC SPECIAL CASH broke off balance at the start, losing ‐1 length, raced in traffic past the gap, losing path midway, leveled
too late (running behind horses) thru the 9.80 final 1/8 vs. tougher rivals. Prior effort he hesitated, bumped at the start,
losing ‐1 1/2 length, caught in tight quarters at the gap, never looked comfortable. He is much better than his last pair of
races shows.
AXLE BOY (17.01) swerved out 5‐lanes shortly after the start, losing ‐1 1/2 length, raced ‐3 lengths past the gap, LEVELED
TOO LATE (9.79 final 1/8). Prior effort (15.76) he broke well, quick in stride, drifted out (5‐6 lanes) all the way past the gap,
leveled too late (running along the slower outside portion of the track. 3‐back (16.83) he bobbled at the start, losing ‐1
length, caught in tight quarters (bumped) midway, kept to his task to the end (running behind horses).
((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((()))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))

RACE 4
(2) FANCY TERRACE 

(5) MISTY'SVIEWTHEGOLD

(3) GREEN BERET

HORSES TO WATCH:
FANCY TERRACE broke well, chased the dueling pair mid‐backside (‐5 lengths), raced ‐7 lengths near the far turn (21.62
opening quarter), ‐7 lengths mid‐final turn, kept to his task to the end vs. eventual $2,500‐claiming winner
MISTY'SVIEWTHEGOLD (51.31 winner). Prior effort (Golden Gate) he broke well, controlled the 22.56 opening quarter,
losing his advantage entering the stretch, got tired at midstretch at 5 1/2 furlongs vs. tougher rivals. Versatile performer
figures to sit off the faster‐than‐normal fractions.
MISTY'SVIEWTHEGOLD broke well, dueled inside 2‐rivals near the far turn (22.09 opening quarter), shook loose (+4 lengths)
entering the stretch, held gamely (6.33 final 1/16). Prior effort he broke fast, dueled outside the eventual winner mid‐
backside, dropped back ‐1 length as the pace quickened near the far turn (21.62 opening quarter), dropped further back (‐5
lengths) entering the stretch, never quit trying (out‐finished for 2nd) vs. FANCY TERRACE.
GREEN BERET broke well, chased the lone speed winner mid‐backside (‐2 lengths), ‐3 lengths near the far turn (22.06
opening quarter), ‐4 lengths mid‐final turn, angled out to clear at midstretch, rallied too late at 4 furlongs. Prior effort he
broke well, dueled inside 2‐rivals near the far turn (21.95 opening quarter), opened up (+1 length) mid‐final turn, battled
the length of the stretch, kept to his task (holding 2nd) thru the 6.38 final 1/16. He is racing in good form!
NATIVE CAUSEWAY (Golden Gate) broke well dueled between rivals mid‐backside, dueled inside one rival near the far turn
(22.28 opening quarter), dropped back ‐2 lengths as the pace quickened mid‐final turn, ‐3 lengths entering the stretch,
lacked the needed response down the lane at 5 1/2 furlongs. Jockey/trainer combination is hitting at a solid 27% win clip (9
runners).
REE O KERR broke well, racing 5‐6 lanes wide mid‐backside (dueling outside 2‐rivals), dropped back ‐2 lengths as the pace
quickened mid‐final turn (3‐4 lanes), ‐4 lengths entering the stretch (4‐wide), tired understandably at the midstretch (6.33
final 1/16). He improves his post and his speed gives him hope....
(((((((((((((((((((((((((())))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))
OTHERS:
INDY'S DYNAMO bumped at the start, outrun on the backside. Prior effort he was fractious in gate, broke well, chased the
lone speed winner mid‐backside (‐6 lengths), lagged ‐10 lengths near the far turn (22.06 opening quarter), traveled evenly
down the lane. He returns quickly.
((((((((((((((((((((())))))))))))))))))

RACE 5
(5) ADRIATIC SKYE

(3) TRUST UR INTUITION

(6) YODEL UP A STORM

LES ONAKA'S LATE PICK 4
SMALL TICKET
5th race (3,5)

6th race (1,2,3)

7th race (ALL)

8th race (2)

TOTAL $ 30.00

6th race (1,2,3)

7th race (ALL)

8th race (2,6)

TOTAL $ 90.00

LARGE TICKET
5th race (3,5,6)

(((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((()))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))
HORSES TO WATCH:
ADRIATIC SKYE broke well, chased the lone speed runner mid‐backside (‐1 length), dueled outside one rival near the far turn
(21.64 opening quarter), shook loose (+1 length) near the far turn, gradually pulled clear late at 4 furlongs. Prior effort she
broke well, chased the dueling pair mid‐backside (‐2 lengths), ‐3 lengths near the far turn (22.43 opening quarter), rallied
too late (6.54 final 1/16). Versatile performer carries options!
TRUST UR INTUITION broke well, chased the 4‐horse speed duel mid‐backside (‐4 lengths), dropped back ‐6 lengths as the
pace quickened near the far turn (22.26 opening quarter), 4‐wide to clear mid‐final turn, rallied too late (6.36 final 1/16).
Prior effort she broke well, racing 5‐6 lanes wide mid‐backside (‐8 lengths) chasing the dueling pair, ‐5 lengths (4‐wide) mid‐
final turn, rallied too late at 4 furlongs. CLASS DROPPER hails from solid connections!
((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((())))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))
OTHERS:
YODEL UP A STORM broke ‐1 length slow, chased the dueling pair mid‐backside (‐2 lengths), ‐2 lengths near the far turn
(21.79 opening quarter), rallied to the front at midstretch, held gamely (23.57 final 1/4) at 4 furlongs. Prior effort she broke
dueled between rivals mid‐backside dropped back ‐2 lengths as the pace quickened near the far turn (22.12 opening
quarter), got tired at midstretch. Fresh performer returns with a good 36 flat work on 02/24.
LEXIE ARLEEN broke well, dueled outside the eventual winner near the far turn (22.43 opening quarter), dropped back ‐ 2
lengths as the pace quickened entering the stretch, got tired at midstretch (6.54 final 1/16) vs. eventual $2,500‐claiming
winner ADRIATIC SKYE.
REALLY A PRINCESS broke well, chased the lone speed (‐2 lengths) mid‐backside,‐3 lengths near the far turn (21.64 opening
quarter), ‐6 lengths entering the stretch, finished out with good energy at 4 furlongs. Prior effort she broke off balance,
drifted out, bumped shortly after the start, dueled outside one rival mid‐backside, dropped back ‐2 lengths as the pace
quickened near the far turn, battled back, challenged 3‐wide entering the stretch, kept to her task to the end.
GLOBAL AMERICAN broke out at the start, racing 5‐wide mid‐backside (‐5 lengths), ‐6 lengths near the far turn (21.64
opening quarter), caught in tight quarters (took up) entering the stretch (toss it out). Prior effort she broke well, caught in
tight quarters (steadied back/bumped repeatedly/losing ‐5 lengths).
(((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((())))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))

RACE 6
(2) KRAMERS DASH

(3) CHIEF TIGER

(1) HOW BOUT DAT

HORSES TO WATCH:
KRAMERS DASH (Turf Paradise) bumped at the start, racing 6‐7 lanes wide mid‐backside, put in a good run to the far turn (‐
5 lengths), 4‐wide mid‐final turn, drifted out 5‐wide entering the stretch, gamely kept to his task to the end (clearly 2nd
best) at 870. Prior effort he broke off balance at the start, losing ‐2 lengths, chased the lone speed winner mid‐backside (‐5
lengths), dropped back ‐7 lengths as the pace quickened near the far turn, 4‐wide entering the stretch, followed the
winner's path down the lane (clearly 2nd best). DEFINITELY THE ONE TO BEAT!
CHIEF TIGER (Santa Anita) broke well, chased the lone speed runner mid‐backside (‐6 lengths), ‐8 lengths around the far
turn (21.61 opening quarter), lacked the needed response entering the stretch vs. tougher rivals. Prior effort (Los Alamitos)
he broke well, chased the 3‐horse speed duel mid‐backside (‐2 lengths), ‐6 lengths near the far turn (21.71 opening
quarter), gamely kept to his task to the end (improving his position late) thru the 23.94 final 1/4.
HOW BOUT DAT (16.05) broke off balance, drifted in shortly after the start, losing ‐3/4 length, ‐2 lengths past the gap,
leveled midway, finished out with good energy (9.94 final 1/8) vs. eventual maiden $2,500‐claiming winner GO BALTAZAR
(16.05 winner). Prior effort he broke out at the start, losing ‐ 1 1/2 length, raced ‐2 lengths past the gap, traveled evenly
thru the final 1/2 at 300. Fresh performer sports a quick 34 flat work on 02/13. STRICTLY THE ONE THEY ALL HAVE TO
CATCH!
((((())))
OTHERS:
GRACIAS ATOM broke ‐1 length slow, lagged ‐10 lengths (chasing the lone speed runner) mid‐backside, ‐11 lengths near the
far turn (22.46 opening quarter), traveled evenly down the lane (24.38 final 1/4) in his debut. He returns quickly....
TERRELLO 4 year old first time starter sports a series of 11 works dating back 09/24 (40.3 work).
GM CHINO outrun in both outings against better.
((((((((((((((((((((((((())))))))))))))))))))))))))

RACE 7
(5) SCHOOL PREZ

(4) DAZZY DUKE

(3) STELLUR

HORSES TO WATCH:
SCHOOL PREZ (16.94) bumped at the start, losing ‐1 1/2 length, raced ‐2 lengths at the gap, leveled midway, finished
strong (just missed 2nd) thru the 9.73 final 1/8. Prior effort (15.70) he bobbled, drifted in shortly after the start, losing ‐1
length, raced ‐1 1/2 length past the gap, lacked the needed response thru the final 1/2 vs. tougher rivals. 3‐back (16.91) he
bumped at the start, losing ‐1/2 length, quick in stride, right there midway, kept to his task to the end (9.73 final 1/8) from
the rail. Give him the slight edge based on favorable draw.
DAZZY DUKE broke out (2‐lanes) shortly after the start, losing ‐1 lengths, losing path, not abused (toss it out) in the Winter
Derby trials. Prior effort (20.06) she bumped (pushed out) shortly after the start, quick in stride (lead), flashed good speed,
losing lead past the 1/16 pole, kept to her task to the end at 400. She will be making only her 2nd start since 11/20 and is
capable of flashing terrific gate speed.
STELLUR (16.88) bumped at the start, quick in stride, gained the advantage at the gap, flashed good speed, held strong
when favorably drawn (9.76 final 1/8). Prior effort (15.56) he bobbled, drifted out, bumped shortly after the start, losing ‐
1/2 length, raced ‐3/4 length past the gap, put in a big run (lead) midway, held strong (9.80 final 1/8). 3‐back (16.88) he
broke off balance, drifted out shortly after the start, bumped (pushed out 7‐8 lanes) all the way past the gap, ‐2 1/2 lengths
past the gap, finished out full of run (SHOULD HAVE WON). Not without a chance with a clean trip.

HOOSE COOSE broke in (2‐lanes) shortly after the start, losing ‐ 1 1/2 length, losing path near the gap, not abused (toss it
out) when competing in the Winter Derby trials. Prior effort (16.79) he broke off balance, drifted out shortly after the start,
quick in stride (lead), gradually pulled clear late (9.71 final 1/8) vs. $20,000‐claimers.
ONE SWEET SPEED (15.50) broke in, bumped at the start, losing ‐1 length, raced ‐1 length past the gap, leveled midway,
finished strong (just missed 2nd) thru the 9.76 final 1/8. Prior effort (15.56) she bumped at the start, losing ‐1/2 length,
raced‐1 1/2 length past the gap, kept to her task to the end (not beaten badly for 2nd). 3‐back (15.57) she broke off
balance, drifted in, bumped shortly after the start, quick in stride (lead), losing lead past the gap, kept to her task to the
end. Not without a chance (rail and all).
(((((((((((((((((((((((((())))))))))))))))))))

RACE 8
(2) MEGANTRON HARRY 

(6) BOYLIKE

(4) MARKO CZECH

HORSES TO WATCH:
MEGANTRON HARRY (19.98) broke in at the start, QUICK IN STRIDE, ‐1 1/2 length past the gap, raced in TRAFFIC midway,
shuffled back past the 1/16 pole (losing his best chance) the in the WINTER CHAMPIONSHIP! Prior effort (20.25) he broke in
at the start, losing ‐1 length, raced ‐1 1/2 length past the gap, gamely kept to his task to the end vs. eventual Winter
Championship winner BH LISAS BOY. Class dropper carries hidden gate speed!!
(((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((()))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))
OTHERS:
BOYLIKE (100 YARDS) stumbled badly, bumped back shortly after the start, finished out full of run after losing his best
chance at 100. Prior effort (20.18) he broke ‐1/2 length slow, quick in stride, ‐1 length past the gap, kept to his task to the
end at 400 yards (9.84 final 1/8). 3‐back (17.49) he broke in, bumped at the start, quick in stride (lead), losing lead at the
gap, lugged out (4‐5 lanes) midway, kept to his task to the end. He definitely got his speed sharpened in last. His last win
came at this distance (300 yards) 4‐back!
MARKO CZECH FRACTIOUS in gate, broke off balance at the start, losing ‐ 1 length, caught in tight quarters (took up) at the
gap, finished out with good energy after losing her best chance in the Southern California Derby trials. Prior effort (16.90)
she was FRACTIOUS in gate, broke well, quick in stride (lead), flashed good speed, held strong (9.66 final 1/8) at 330 yards.
3‐back (16.91) she broke well, quick in stride, close up past the gap, kept to her task to the end.
APOLLITICAL DASHER (15.51) broke ‐1 length slow, raced ‐2 lengths past the gap, leveled too late over the slower‐than‐
normal racing surface (‐3/4 length slow). Prior effort (15.36) she broke in the start, quick in stride (lead), flashed good
speed, held strong (9.79 final 1/8).
LUV ON THE RUN (15.50) broke ‐1 length slow, raced ‐1 length past the gap, gamely kept to his task to the end (9.62 final
1/8) over the faster‐than‐normal racing surface (+1 length fast). Prior effort he broke off balance, drifted out shortly after
the start, losing ‐2 1/2 lengths.
DE MOSS (Turf Paradise) bumped both sides shortly after the start, losing ‐1 length, raced ‐1 1/2 lengths midway, kept to
his task to the end (actually just missed 2nd). He will be making only his 2nd start since 12/16/16.
((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((())))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))

End

